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In this Supplementary Material, we provide details omitted in the main paper:

• Section 1: Implementation details (Sect. 4.1 of the main text).

• Section 2: Additional experimental results (Sect. 4.2 and Sect. 4.3 of the main text).

1 Implementation Details
In this section, we provide more details about the configuration of scene graph generation,
scene graph encoding, the stacked GN model, and the corresponding training procedures.

1.1 Configuration of scene graph generation

Human annotated scene graph. We leverage the ground truth scene labels of the Visual
Genome (VG) dataset [4] as our human annotated scene graphs1.

Machine generated scene graph. The commonly used data split of scene graph genera-
tion research is different from qaV G [1]2. Thus we retrain the start-of-the-art Neural Motifs
(NM) [8] model only using the training images from qaV G. Specifically, we retrain both
object detector and relationship classifier of the NM to ensure the model never uses testing
images for training. We run the well-trained NM model on qaV G to obtain the machine
generated scene graph by removing entities (<0.2) and relationships (<0.1) with small prob-
abilities. We show the scene graph detection performance in Table 1.

1.2 Scene graph encoding
As mentioned in Sect. 4.1 of the main text, we extract corresponding features to represent
nodes, edges, and global. To represent image i, we extract the activations from the penul-
timate layer of the ResNet-152 [2] pretrained on ImageNet [6] and average them to obtain

c© 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.

1The VG scene graphs are obtained from https://visualgenome.org/without any modifications.
2The qaV G follows the same data split of Visual Genome dataset for Visual QA task.
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Table 1: Scene graph detection accuracy (%) using recall@K metrics. The released NM model [8] is
evaluated on the split of [7]. Our retrained NM model is evaluated on the split of qaV G [1]. We can see
that the machine generated scene graph from the retrained NM model achieves satisfied performance.

Models R@20 R@50 R@100
Released [8] 21.7 27.3 30.5
Retrained (ours) 21.5 27.5 30.6

a 2,048-dimentional feature representation. The question q, candidate c, node names, node
attributes, and edge names are represented as the average word to vector [5] embeddings.
Specifically, we remove punctuation, change all characters to lowercases, and convert all
integer numbers within [0, 10] to words before computing word to vector. We use ‘UNK’ to
represent out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word. Finally, the NM scene graph can be represented as
300-dimentional nodes and 300-dimentional edges embeddings, and the VG scene graph has
600-dimentional nodes and 300-dimentional edges representations. To enable better gener-
alization on unseen datasets, we fix all the visual and language features in our experiments.
All individual features are `2 normalized before concatenation.

1.3 Stacked GNs
We provide more details about stacked GNs. As mentioned in Sect. 4.2 of the main paper,
the overall accuracy could be improved with respect to the number of GN blocks. Here, we
propose one design choice of the stacked GNs as below,

(u,V ′,E ′) = GN f e
θ
, f v

θ
(u,V,E), (1)

(u′,V ′′,E ′′) = GN f e
θ
, f v

θ
, f u

θ
(u,V ′,E ′),

where the first GN block only performs edge and node updating, and the updated properties
will be served as the inputs of the second one. Finally, the resulting global feature u′ can be
used to perform inference in Visual QA. Similarly, multiple GN blocks can be stacked in such
manner. We expect varied designs of multi-layer GN could be proposed for performance
improvement, such as jointly learning global feature within the latent GN blocks and making
GN blocks recurrent.

1.4 Optimization
For all above models, we train for at most 30 epochs using stochastic gradient optimization
with Adam [3]. The initial learning rate is 10−3, which is divided by 10 after M epochs. We
turn the M on the validation set and choose the best model via validation performance.

Within each mini-batch, we sample 100 (i,q,a) triplets. In order to prevent unbalanced
training3, we follow the sampling strategy suggested by Chao et al. [1]. We randomly choose
to use QoU-decoys or IoU-decoys for each triplet as negative samples when training. Then
the binary classifier is trained on top of the target and 3 decoys for each triplet. That is, 100
triplets in the each mini-batch related to 400 samples with binary labels. In the testing stage,
we evaluate the performance of picking the correct answer from all 7 candidates.

3In qaV G [1], each (i,q) pair contains 3 QoU-decoys (incorrect answers), 3 IoU-decoys (incorrect answers),
and 1 target (correct answer). The machine tends to predict the dominant label if the training is performed among
all samples.
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2 Additional Results
In this section, we provide more qualitative results. In Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we show the original
scene graphs (full) and the filtered ones by removing updated nodes and edges with smaller
`2 norms. Correct answers are in green and incorrect predictions are in red. VG: Visual
Genome [4] graphs. NM: neural motifs [8] graphs.
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VG: In the middle. NM: In the middle.
Q: Where is the blue building?

(a)

VG: Tree. NM: Trees.
Q: What is in the background?
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(b)

VG Scene Graph NM Scene Graph

Figure 1: Qualitative results. (a) Both VG and NM graphs can attend to the building in the
middle. (b) The models can attend to the trees behind the foreground objects.
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NM Scene Graph

NM: Right hand.

NM: On the plate.

NM Scene Graph
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VG: Right hand.
Q: What hand is the man using to hold phone?

(a)

VG: On the plate.
Q: Where are the pieces of fruit?
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VG Scene Graph

Figure 2: Qualitative results. (a) Both two scene graphs show the location and relationships
of the phone. (b) Both VG and NM graphs attend to the location of the fruits.
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VG: Brown and white. NM: Brown and white.
Q: What color are the giraffes?

(a)

VG: Walking. NM: Walking.
Q: What are the elephants doing?
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Figure 3: Qualitative results. (a) Both VG and NM graphs attend to the giraffes. Even
without color attributes, the NM scene graph may learn the colors through overall image
features. (b) VG graph clearly captures walking near and NM graph attends to elephants.
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VG: Two. NM: Two.
Q: How many skis?

(a)

VG: A skateboard. NM: A skateboard.
Q: What is the man on?
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Figure 4: Qualitative results. (a) Both two graphs capture two skis from the full scene graphs.
(b) VG graph attends to the relationship skateboarding on and NM graph attends to boy on
skateboard.
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VG: A tennis racquet. NM: A net.
Q: What is the ball in the vicinity of?

(a)

VG: To put food inside. NM: To put food inside.
Q: Why is the oven open? A: Checking on progress.
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VG Scene Graph NM Scene Graph

Figure 5: Failure cases. (a) VG scene graph attends to heads toward and tennis racket to
predict the correct answer while NM graph fails because of lacking such high level semantic
annotations. (b) The model needs to understand the interaction between the person and the
food inside the oven, which is a hard case.


